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WORKSHOP
SUMMARY

Broadband infrastructure is the required ‘digital

highway’ of our time. Similar to how we require roads to

connect communities, digital infrastructure is essential

to connect people to Internet through broadband.

Quality and affordability of broadband infrastructure

are increasingly important for residents, businesses,

industry and local, provincial and federal governments.

Yet, gaps in broadband infrastructure quality and

affordability between rural and urban communities are

growing in every province across Canada.

 

One of the major challenges around broadband

infrastructure includes data – data availability, access

to, governance of, and analysis of data accuracy to

ensure proper broadband investments and decisions can

be made. In Canada, policy making for digital

infrastructure and innovation have been constrained by

data accuracy and gaps. There are many challenges in

accessing and working with proprietary and non-

proprietary broadband data. Communities who are

engaged in broadband infrastructure investments and

deployment, require data and analysis for evidence-

based decision making and priority setting. We need

clear, usable data that is reported in a consistent

manner in order to properly address broadband

infrastructure gaps in Canada.

Recent research at the University of Guelph's Regional

and Rural Broadband (R2B2) project finds that

broadband infrastructure investment programs face a

significant challenge because relevant data is often

fragmented and incomplete. There can be low

interoperability across datasets and scalability across

regions/nations. Statistical tools, data visualization,

mapping and access to open data are apparent

challenges. In Canada, a small number of research

networks and projects are engaged in efforts to

enhance analytics capacity to help overcome these

challenges and to support collaboration that benefit all

stakeholders, including policymakers, investors, Internet

service providers, and the communities they serve.

 

Several key leaders within the broadband sector,

including researchers, academics, industry leads, and

analysts, came together on Monday, June 3rd, 2019 in

Guelph, Ontario. Together, they learned more about the

work being done by fellow industry stakeholders to

better understand the challenges around broadband

infrastructure data analytics and share ideas

collaboratively. They discussed opportunities available

with emerging data, issues and methods to address data

collection. They also identified issues, priorities and

actions to overcome broadband and knowledge gaps

pertaining to data and broadband infrastructure. The

workshop was hosted by Professor Helen Hambly,

Director of Regional and Rural Broadband (R2B2) at the

University of Guelph.
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OBJECTIVES

KEY PARTNERS IN ATTENDANCE
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To bring together Canadian and international researchers interested in broadband data

analytics.

To build links among research initiatives that access or generate data for regional and

rural broadband mapping and measurement.

To demonstrate data and analytical tools used in broadband research and community

planning.

To discuss research priorities and opportunities to strengthen broadband data capture

and analytics.

Algorithmic Media Observatory (AMO),
Concordia University

Peterborough County

“Broadband Internet is an indispensable service in Canada. Adequate Internet
services are of paramount importance to the economic and social welfare of all
communities. However, some communities, especially in rural and remote areas, still
struggle to access these services.  As a result, the Government of Canada contributed
$500 million over 5 years to expand broadband Internet services in those areas.
Although much remains to be done, this initiative is essential for Canada to be a
leader on this front.”

House of Commons, Broadband Connectivity in Rural Canada: Overcoming the Digital Divide

Eastern Ontario Regional Network (EORN)

Brandon University, Rural Policy Learning
Commons & Rural Development Institute

Canadian Internet Registration Authority

(CIRA)

Clear Sky Connections

Clearcable Networks

Cybera Inc.

Environics Analytics

YorkNet

Esri Canada

Measurement Lab

Mitac's Accelerate – RightMesh

The Ontario Research and Innovation Optical

Network (ORION)

Ryerson University

Southwestern Integrated Fibre Technology

(SWIFT)

University of Guelph

Source

https://www.amo-oma.ca/en/
https://www.ptbocounty.ca/en/living/maps.aspx
https://www.eorn.ca/en/index.asp
https://www.brandonu.ca/rdi/
https://cira.ca/
https://clearskyconnections.ca/home
http://www.clearcable.ca/
https://www.cybera.ca/
https://www.environicsanalytics.com/en-ca/
https://www.york.ca/wps/portal/yorkhome/newsroom/CampaignsProjects/yorktelecomnetworkinc/!ut/p/a0/04_Sj9CPykssy0xPLMnMz0vMAfGjzOINLE1NPCyDDbwM_C1dDBw9_QN9XM29DIPNTPQLsh0VAbXsnIk!/#.XRPBbIhKg2w
https://esri.ca/en
https://www.measurementlab.net/
https://www.rightmesh.io/
https://www.orion.on.ca/
http://www.broadbandresearch.ca/ourresearch/
https://swiftruralbroadband.ca/
http://www.r2b2project.ca/
http://www.r2b2project.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/421_INDU_Rpt11-e.pdf


The morning workshop began with a presentation by Chris Ritzo, Program Management & Community Lead, 

                                           M-Lab is the largest open source Internet measurement platform in the world,

collecting more than 2 million tests per day. M-Lab represents a unique collaboration between industry,

academia, and the non-profit sector, led by teams based at Code for Science and Society, New America’s

Open Technology Institute, Google, Princeton University, and partners around the world. Chris shared what

M-Lab does, their principles in actively measuring data including experiments that are curated and approved

by a panel of reviewers, primarily developed by academics using open and transparent process. He spoke to

how data is collected through their Network Diagnostic Tool (NDT), its applications of the data, and future

developments in the testing platform. He took attendees through how they measure their data experiments

to better understand the conditions of the Internet. M-Lab currently has 130 test servers worldwide,

including 24 servers in six locations in Canada (Vancouver, Calgary, Winnipeg, Toronto, Montreal, Moncton).

 
M-Lab data and tools are open and freely available. Their platform has been used by the public, as well as by

national regulators like the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) for 10 years. Researchers and

industry partners have a set of rich, open data in M-Lab's datasets through which they can use to build an

understanding of the state of broadband. Communities can develop or implement tools and services on top

of what M-Lab provides in order to gain further insights, engage in community driven digital equity issues,

and conduct more specific research. Canadian Internet Registration Authority (CIRA) Internet Performance

Test (IPT) portal is an example of M-Lab’s worldwide partnerships. 

 

 

MORNING
PRESENTATION

STATE OF THE ART: M-LAB/NDT 
BY CHRIS RITZO
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Measurement Lab (M-Lab). 

https://www.measurementlab.net/


M-Lab and developer communities have developed tools that integrate tests with surveys and street-level

geolocation, to gather data in their communities about the broadband speeds people receive. Some partners

like CIRA have developed such tools, built marketable data services, on top of what M-Lab provides. M-Lab

directly supports researchers interested in similar data collection initiatives to support digital equity

research. They maintain open source website code bases and device-based measurement initiatives to

enable researchers to use our tools, platform, and data in their work.

 

M-Lab's goal is to build understanding of the state of the Internet so it can be made better for everyone.

The immediate impact of the work M-Lab does for the average Canadian is the ability to run an Internet

speed test provided by a non-government, non-corporate source. M-Lab is committed to user privacy and

transparency.  All of their measurement methods, data, and code are open source and can be inspected and

reviewed by anyone. Where official data sources from governments or industry are closed or perceived as

inaccurate, M-Lab's data is published in the public domain and their results are available for comparison to

official and industry sources. This contributes to researcher, local government, and the general public

gaining understanding of the Internet service people receive.

 

During the afternoon portion of the workshop, Chris took attendees through a tutorial of how the M-Lab

tool works to show how the datasets can be useful to them.

Link to Chris' tutorial.
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presentation  and workshop

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1oLII_yPyboOWI7mza3dnVqtKUXynI8no
http://www.r2b2project.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/UofG_M-Lab_afternoon_workshop_June2019.pdf
http://www.r2b2project.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/UofG_M-Lab_morning_overview_June2019.pdf
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1oLII_yPyboOWI7mza3dnVqtKUXynI8no


They indicated the challenges they now

have, are how do they match the

granularity needed to represent

demand/supply with government's funding

module to serve rural communities when

the data itself is self-reported. As an

example, CRTC maps indicate Eastern

Ontario is fully covered by 4G/LTE but

there is no definition as to what LTE is.

They also acknowledge that more

government funding is needed on projects

to help them serve and better represent

communities that are rural but perhaps

aren't remote.

KEY STAKEHOLDER
OVERVIEW

EORN has a similar structure as SWIFT as

it is a municipally-driven initiative started

by the Eastern Ontario Warden's Caucus in

2010. Thanks to government funding and

private funding and using a mix of

technologies including hexagon level

mapping, EORN supported SWIFT in the

appeal against hexagon mapping and

understands its limitations. They have a

second project underway which is a mobile

cell-gap project, an emerging problem for

them, which they wanted to use the

hexagon level mapping for, but they had to

go to modular granular mapping instead.

Key  stakeholders provided a brief overview of their role in broadband infrastructure initiatives
during the workshop.

Eastern Ontario Regional Network
(EORN) & Peterborough County - Paula
Preston & Tammy Sikma
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https://www.eorn.ca/en/index.asp


The legwork over the last six to seven years has

focused on working to collect data. The next

steps for SWIFT include issuing a Request for

Proposal for models they’'ve been developing

over the last few years for fibre Internet. Barry

acknowledged that R2B2 has been a dedicated,

long-term partner with SWIFT from the very

beginning.

 

Matt Rapke of SWIFT shared the challenges of

collecting data and acknowledged there are

221,000 underserved premises in the

geographical area covered within SWIFT. An

underserved area as defined by SWIFT is “where

broadband is or is not available to discrete points

in space (i.e. houses, businesses).” Underserved

‘areas’  are not the same as ‘communities,’  these

underserved areas are areas without access to

unlimited 50/10 mbps (megabits per second).

 

The challenges with identifying these

‘underserved areas’ is the geographical area

which SWIFT serves is too large. Where service is

available, it is invisible and no publicly accessible

database of telecommunications service

coverage is available. Internet Service Providers

(ISPs) are protective of their coverage

information and some ISPs maintain poor service

area records. The other challenge is that ISPs

are always upgrading infrastructure and there is

no process to capture these changes.

Regional & Rural Broadband Project (R2B2)
– Helen Hambly

Southwestern Integrated Fibre Technology
(SWIFT) – Barry Field & Matt Rapke
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R2B2 at the University of Guelph works with and

is involved in several regional and rural

broadband research activities. They have been a

collaborative and productive partner with SWIFT

and offer support to various municipalities with

studies on broadband feasibility working with the

Town of Caledon and the Town of Collingwood as

examples. R2B2 also engages with a range of

partners to conduct thematic studies on topics

such as telecommuting and home-based business

Internet access, precision agriculture

technologies and the social benefits of rural

connectivity. R2B2 belongs to various university

networks such as Digital Futures. They

encourage the work of partnerships and liaise

with social innovation groups and various digital

initiatives by the provincial and federal agencies

(e.g. OMAFRA, ISED, AAFC). They welcome new

collaborations and seek to ensure the best

possible knowledge base for “all things rural

Internet”.

SWIFT is a regional broadband network

developed by the Western Ontario Warden’s

Caucus (WOWC). There are 15 WOWC members

involved with SWIFT and five municipal capital

contributing members.

 

Recently, SWIFT was awarded $120 million

funding from both provincial and federal

governments – $63.7 million in provincial

funding, $63.7 million in federal funding, 

$63.7 million in additional funding from SWIFT

members and $18 million from various municipal

groups involved with the project.

http://www.r2b2project.ca/
https://swiftruralbroadband.ca/


YorkNet – Laura Bradley

Currently, their primary data sources include

property parcel fabric (PPF) which is a must for

accurate representation of the unit of analysis

(premises) and point-based representation of

parcel-frontage – it is very useful for analysis of

rural settlement. While PPF is very costly, it has

been cost efficient for them because of

municipal involvement.

 

Consumers and service providers are also

encouraged to self-report any inaccuracies on

the SWIFT website but there are accuracy and

validation challenges with self-reporting. Other

data SWIFT has used includes asset location data

(limitations include, it doesn't inform where

service is available and access to this information

is difficult) as well as speed test data (while

they're helpful for validating service area data, it

cannot determine service availability itself).

YorkNet is “a region-owned corporation that

builds and manages a high-speed, open-access

dark fibre network.” It now encompasses a “200-

kilometre fibre highway connecting a variety of

regional buildings and assets, including traffic

control systems and water quality monitoring

systems. With this access to high-speed Internet

recognized as a key economic and innovation

enabler, YorkNet provides cost-effective, less-

restrictive connectivity to York Region facilities,

the broader public sector (local municipalities,

universities, schools and hospitals) and private-

sector entities through open access to dark fibre

infrastructure.” YorkNet incorporated as a wholly

owned subsidiary of York Region in 2018.

https://www.york.ca/wps/portal/yorkhome/newsroom/CampaignsProjects/yorktelecomnetworkinc/!ut/p/a0/04_Sj9CPykssy0xPLMnMz0vMAfGjzOINLE1NPCyDDbwM_C1dDBw9_QN9XM29DIPNTPQLsh0VAbXsnIk!/#.XRJmwYhKg2w


FACILITATED
ROUNDTABLE 

DISCUSSION LED BY 
REZA RAJABIUN, 
RYERSON UNIVERSITY

Reza Rajabiun began the roundtable highlighting

that issues relating to broadband infrastructure had

been viewed at a macro-level when in fact, there is

need to get into the details at a micro-level.

Internet is a dynamic system, the key in the long-

term will be to move to big data and an analytical

approach with a wide range of possibilities. Reza

noted that Internet measurement should and will

become more about the quality of the user

experience rather than speeds advertised.

 

One of the biggest challenges ahead will be the

incentive needed to invest in communities outside of

urban centres.

Reza noted that Canada is falling behind other

advanced economies in terms of fibre penetration,

with only 11 to 12% of users on fibre. He

highlighted the value Internet measurements for

identifying broadband infrastructure gaps and

holding ISPs accountable for the quality of service

they deliver to people, particularly in rural areas

where service provider incentives to invest in new

technologies and network capacity are limited. 

 

The following pages capture the various

perspectives shared by workshop attendees:



Catherine Middleton (Ryerson University) said we

need to continue to advocate for a different

vision because the micro level of the data is not

important. Because most Canadians have enough

service, this is not an infrastructure or monopoly

problem, this is a quality of service issue.

Consumers really don’t know what they’re paying

for in their Internet services because there is a

lack of transparency.

 

·Richard Schreier (CIRA - Canadian Internet

Registration Authority) brought up quality

standards and how the CRTC recently started to

focus on minimum quality standards people

experience rather than aspirational speed targets

(speed vs. latency).

 

Wayne Kelly (Brandon University) shared his

various experiences from rural Manitoba where

they are more focused on digital technology. He

provided the example of a municipality of 1,200

people, hundreds of kilometers away from

Brandon, Manitoba, who had to go alone with no

government funding. Despite this, they rolled out

fibre to homes. It wasn’t the technical stuff that

was hard for the municipality, it was the

customer service details about implementation.

 

·Bill Murdoch (Clear Sky Connections) shared that

in his work as an IT Manager, he works with First

Nations to help bring high speed Internet to First

Nation communities within Manitoba in an

adequate, affordable and accessible way. They

are currently working to run fibre into 63 First

Nations communities, which they recently

purchased the conduit and fibre for. They expect

to break ground within the next few months. It

will be up to each community to distribute.

 

·May Lynn Lee/Tatiana Meleshko (Cybera Inc.)

shared their involvement in their Alberta-based

not-for-profit organization that is involved with

research and education networks relating to

digital technology in Alberta with a focus on

policy in rural broadband and connectivity with

participation from British Columbia, Alberta and

Manitoba. They work with technical First Nations

groups where there is no data on connectivity.

Additionally, Alberta First Nations communities

don’t have adequate connectivity speeds. They

would like to work with these communities to

find sustainable ISPs. They also addressed the

challenge of determining the definition around

what ‘underserved’  is and interpreting broadband

speed measurements. They asked that if anyone

had tips to share with them, they would be open

to the feedback. Catherine mentioned ORION as a

resource.
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David Smith (ORION) reported on the

‘complicated’  broadband coverage in northern

Ontario because there are hundreds of

communities with lower density populations that

are not necessarily adequately served. They

experience some of the same rural community

problems as southern Ontario, but they

experience different challenges unique to

northern Ontario. Currently, they're learning

more about management systems now available

on the cloud so when connectivity stalls, service

can still continue. This is because service level

expectations have evolved. As an example, in the

north, if the cloud went down, teachers wouldn’t

be able to teach so now it's not about

connectivity, but it also has to be about having a

resiliency plan if connectivity goes down. It is

now not only about delivering Internet; we now

have a new set of challenges with resiliency and

‘back up’ plans.

 

Cathy Bogaart (ORION) asked how we support

this type of learning if a ‘back up plan’ is

required? ORION is exploring using existing public

service entities such as libraries and/or

hospitals/healthcare infrastructure as

opportunities to partner to deliver service if

there were connectivity issues.

 

·Laura Bradley (YorkNet) addressed how we need

to define our own strategy because there is no

strategy from federal and provincial governments

on what affordable broadband is. This is a huge

challenge. She said we need new answers to

come to provincial/federal governments to help

them address our challenges. Municipalities are

the closest ally/partner on broadband because

they live the problems day-to-day with the

people of their communities. She acknowledged

that using data to help build better financial

models to change a region's perspective on

return on investment for funding broadband is

imperative.

·

Jason Lowe (Clearcable Networks) discussed

traffic shaping and how they don't see it because

there is a big cost to implement it. Some large

telecom providers already went down this path,

but the technology is too expensive to deploy for

everyone else. It is fine when we're measuring in

50/10 mbps, but when we're measuring in GB, the

latency will be a challenge. M-Lab has some

methodology to address this. This is a cautionary

tale for clients not only in Canada, but in

countries like the US and Caribbean, because

rural service providers are failing everywhere. We

need to address this proactively here in Canada

because we could follow the US in this regard

and fail.

 

“There is not enough groundswell within
local government like municipal
governments, who are actively involved in
designing what they need and speaking
out to influence government more
directly.”

Laura Bradley, General Manager, YorkNet
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·Nader Shureih (Environics Analytics) brought up

that all he is hearing about is profitability, but he

asked an important question “what about value

for people?” He explained what Environics

Analytics does and how important collecting data

is to this entire conversation around broadband.

At Environics, they typically start with census

data and then use a type of lifestyle analytics

approach to find social sensitivities online. As an

example, who/what area is more willing to share

their health information online. They work with

municipalities to increase efficiencies while

decreasing spending based on having this type of

data. He asked the group of attendees how we

go about finding those residents who want to

self-serve online and how to get more people to

move online? He mentioned how rural

communities across Canada are becoming smaller

and older – which means these communities are

becoming more ‘vulnerable’ to not getting the

services they require if services are moving

online and their broadband is insufficient and/or

they want to access services online to save time,

money, etc. but can't because there is not

adequate broadband infrastructure available.

What Nader is seeing from the data is “we’re

creating a pretty strong divide and what rural

Canada is experiencing and what urban Canada is

experiencing are two different experiences.”

 

·Laura Bradley (YorkNet) agreed with this

sentiment and said if we don’t give seniors the

tools to do more health care services online, how

will we get them there in the first place?

 

·Many attendees then asked how we go about

getting good data from rural communities, similar

to the data we have from urban communities? Is

there a capacity gap in data? “We need better

data, we know that, but how do rural

communities use the data once they have it?”

asked Wayne Kelly.

 

··Daniel Gillis (University of Guelph) highlighted the

work they're doing after receiving funding to

partner with Right Mesh technologies, a technology

start-up based in Maple Ridge, B.C. They are going

to work with the Inuit community of Rigolet in

Labrador’s Nunatsiavut region as a test case for the

technology. This will allow them to learn how best

to collect data for health and wellness, climate

change issues, safety issues, etc. It was initially

brought into the community to develop a tool

(app/website) because right now they currently use

Facebook, but there is no cellphone tower, Internet

is spotty at best, speed is abysmal, the community

is a fly in or ferry community only, and the current

Internet capacity won’t let them collect the data the

community requires. They received their funding in

November 2018 and are now working on what the

five-year plan looks like. Daniel and his team are

using this as a pilot project and could spread the

project (if successful) to other communities.

 

·Helen Hambly (University of Guelph) highlighted

that this is similar to precision agriculture's issue.

We can address having buildings on the farm talking

to each other, but what happens if we want to talk

farm-to-farm or community-to-community? Do we

have the data and the networks to support this?

 

Chris Ritzo (M-Lab) shared how the conversation

excited him around what each community/initiative

is doing within their collective network. He stressed

how defining standards is where the opportunity

lies. But it's a multi-stakeholder approach and how

do we handle regulatory definition of standards?

We need to address something bigger around

collecting data and what we actually do with that

data so we're not just going around and around in

circles. On-net measurement has value too.

“Internet is an inter-connected network of

networks,” said Chris. “Improving the Internet

means the big players have to look with regional

perspective.”
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KEY
TAKEAWAYS

Rural Policy Learning Commons (RPLC) share out

information from workshop throughout Canada and

other relevant research and action networks – south

to south, north to north, info from Environics to build

social-economic information, etc.

 

Explore Clearcable collaboration in research

partnerships. Clearcable operates the Hamilton

Technology Centre. Is there possibilities of, for

example, new partnerships with M-Lab with

real/suitable KPIs, hosting new servers?

 

More relevant data, geo-located, aggregated for

analysis. Build knowledge base on GIS mapping for

regional networks and research projects.

 

Privacy of information online. Seek out best practices.

 

Networking suggestions including:

New Indigenous chapter

First Mile Connectivity Consortium collaboration

CIRA community projects

Link up mesh projects (Libre mesh)

 

Shared messaging – short and long term. How can we

improve communications and media exchange on

broadband issues and statistics?

Measurements standardized/defining standards will be

important.

 

Data visualization shared.

 

Is there a chance we are collecting the wrong data?

How do we know the data collected is what is needed?

Think further and keep common objectives.

·Market failure = inequity

Options can be limited – what model should be

adopted to level the playing field?

 

Use M-Lab for data for PhD student research projects

in SWIFT area. Can we test the Grubesic “Broadband

Provision Tensor” in Ontario?

 

What happens with the data processes needed to make

data useful?

 

Broadband enabled applications – are there new,

integrated solutions? 5G/Mesh, etc.

 

Gathering – harnessing-leveraging data:

Data gaps to action - how will data be linked to

leverage to do/change something?

Use it to anonymized data to lifestyle data

Roadmap to know what data is there

What analytics could be done?

Leverage data to inform policy
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Municipalities – can they come together for a

common strategy for service levels they want and

data for the service.

 

Partnerships for mesh/tests with Indigenous

communities.

 

Diversity and interpretability of data needs attention

– keep diverse datasets to cross-reference and also,

explore other configurations.

 

What is your purpose for using data? Collect (ok) but

why? Time/money. What questions need to be asked

upfront?

 

Heat map idea over 24 hour period (what data is

available vs. what data is being used?)

 

Rural Policy Learning Commons (RPLC) webinar and

share paper on broadband data and analytics.

 

Explore new funding and partnerships including

MITACs, Ontario Centres of Excellence and SSHRC

partnership projects and meeting support. Draw upon

funding for agri-food/digital research opportunities

at University of Guelph.

"Not enough time has been spent
understanding how, when people’s lives
change, their behavior will change. What
Environics can do is look at communities
that recently received broadband access,
say over the past say 5 or 10 years, and
see how over 5 years, their behavior
patterns have shifted. This helps make
predictions with a certain amount of
confidence to take up different services.”

Nader Shureih, 
Director, Business Development - 

Public Sector & Education, Environics Analytics
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